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INTRODUCTION

On July 14, 1984 the Commission of the European Communities pub-
!ished a substantial Green Paper on "the est~blishment of the common
market for broadcasting, especially by satellite and cable". The Paper
has been prepared in response to a resolutlOn of the European Parliament
of March 12, 1982 which asked "that outline rules should be drawn up
on European radio and television broadcasting, inter aHa with a view to
protecting young people and establishing a code of practice for advertising
at community leveı".ı On May 25, 1983, inıtial response to the parliamen-
tary resolution, the Commission adopted its interim report on "Realities
and Tendencies in European Television: Perspectives and Options". That
report was mainly concerned with examining the scope for creating a
European television channeL The Commission did not deal with the
question of how the common market for the national television channel
could be established. Examination of this question was presented in the
Green Paper.

The goal of this research is to examine the 367-page document called the
Green Paper. The descriptive research method has been utilized to analyze
the Green Paper which has had and will have very important impacts
on the existing broadcasting system s of the European Community' member
states.

For this reason the author has tried to contextualize the document.
The critique of the paper is included in the last section of this descriptive

essay.
" "Green Paper on the cstablishment of the comman market for broadcasting,. es-
pecially by satellite anJ cable". -

ı George WedelI, "Television without frontiers? Same initial reflectioos on the
Green Paper of the EEC Commission", EBU Review, Vol. XXXVI, No. 1, January

1985: 21.



Threefold purpose of eie Green Paper is stated in the Introduction
Section, as:

2 Lord Coekfield, "The future o.: televisıon in Europc", EBU Review. Vol. XXXVII,
No. 6, November 1986: 8.

3Wedcll, 21-25.
4 Wedeıı, 21-25.
5 The Commission of the EuropNUl Communities. Television Without Frontiers (the
Green Paper) (Luxembour,5', lEIH), 20.

In the Introduction ~:ecL,:mof the Paper, the Commission claims that
contrary to what is widely inıagined, the EEC Treaty appIies not only to
economic activities but,. as ,i rule, also to all activities carried out for
remuneration, regardless of whether they take place in the economic,
social, cultural spheres (ine: Jding in particular information, creative or
artistic activities and entertainment).5 Thus, the Paper states " ... the
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... to demonstratE! the importance of broadcasting (radio and
television) for inteı:ration and in particular, for free democratic
structure of the Eu ropean Communities; to illustra'te the signifi-
cance of the Tl'eat~' establishing the European Economic Com-
munity (EEC Treat i') for those responsible for producing, broad-
casting and re-tramnıitting radio and television programmes and
for those' receiving such programmes; and to submit for public
discussion the Comrj~sion's thinking on the approximation of the
certain aspects of IIdember States' broadcasting and copyright Law
before formal propo 'als are sent to the European Parliament and
to the CounciL,.

Lord Lockfield, the Vic:!,.President of the Commission explained the
aim of the Paper, during a conference organized by the Institute of Euro-
pean Trade and Technol(J~' on the subject of Television and European
Community, was to pro'/idE' a Iight regulatory framework for European
broadcasting in a way tha1 ',vould above all favour the development and
integration of the Europem i broadcasting market.2 Above all, the Com-
mission tried to deal wıth '.:hequestion of the responsibility which the
European Community can c .aim to have in the broadcasting field.3 Com-
missioner Heinz Narjer 10uched on this question in a debate in the Euro-
pean Parliament on May 213 1984, and he said, "the purpose of the paper
is to ... demonstrate the )~elei'ance ~nd application of the Treaty of Rome
to this field of activıty in ort/er to set limits to the efforts of those lawyers
who might try to deny us any powers to act on it."4
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Treaty quarantees free movement within the Community for whatever
goods and services they (Mernber States' nationals) supply."

Moreover, the Commission explains the ways of which the EEC Treaty
encompasses broadcasting. After referring to Articles 59, 60, 62 of the
Treaty, the Paper concludes that the Treaty of Rome quarantees broad-
casting the right to transmit or rely their signals to other Member States
(freedom of Community-wide broadcasting). it also provides recipients
in the other member state the opportunity to capture such signals (free-
dom of Community-wide broadcasting reception) and to include them in
their own selection of broad'ca"ting (freedom of community-wide choice
of transmission).6

PART ONE: TECHNICAL ASPECTS

In the Part One, the Commission examines the technical aspects under
four main subheadings: A. New Developments in the audio-visual field.
B. Direct satellite television, C. Cable television and D. Relationship be-
tween satellite and cable broadcasting.

According to the directive, the rapid development of audio-visual
techniqucs in the Community is regarded in all Memher States as ex-
ccptionally important for the futun. co-existence of individuals and of
nations.7 The Commission expresses its concern that internationalization
of broadcasting to which cable television and direct broadcasting satellites
(DBS) will lead, gives ri se to serious legal problems. AIso, in the Part
One, the moves towards harmonizing the technical broadcasting norms
.for direct satellite television are explained. In the last section of the Part
One, the satellite - transmission and cable-transmission system s are con-
sidered both complementary and advantageous.8

PART TWO: CULTURAL AND SOCIAL ASPECTS

In general, this part of the Paper attempts to show the "extraordinary"
cultural, social and economic significancc of radio and. television. it refers
to the Annex 1 which shows the number of people reached by the two
media in the community. However, it points out that the bulk of tele-
vision viewers, and a great man~Tradio listeners, receive programs only
from the country in which they live. lt is aıgued that the new transmission

6 Green Paper. 20.
7 Green Paper. 22.
8 Green Paper. 25.



9 Green Paper. 34.
LO Green Paper. 37.
ii Green Paper. 42.
12 Green Paper, 42.
13 Green Paper, 46.
14 Green Paper. 47.

and broadcasting techniquef; ,vill allow those in other Community region s
also .to be reached from other Member States, gıving them access to a
broad range of information, opinion and culture in the Community.9

The European COl1\'€ntian for the Protection of Human Rights and.
Fundamental Freedoms of <[ November 1950, the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights, the Intenı":tional Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,
and finally the Final Acı o.: the Conference on Security and Cooperation
in Europe are quoted :rı iıe Paper as human rights quarantees with
regard to the freedom to e}:IJl'essopinions (active freedom of information)
and freedom to receive inf(ırmation, from all the usual sources of access
(passive freedom of infc-rrn;ıtion). According to the Commission "Both of
these freedoms act as q'1ar,ıntees for cro::.s-frontierbroadcasting."lo

The Commission reiter::.tes the important role of tel~vision in de-
veloping and nutruring awa I'eness of the rich variety of Europe's common
cultural and historical herita!;e.ll it also stresses the significant contribution
of cross-frontiers radio and televislOn for European unification. Here the
European Parliament's call ral' a supranational approach to the dissemin-
ationof information is quoted, "European unification will only be achieved
if Europeans want it. Europeans want it if the re is such a thing as a
European identity. A E-Jro)lean identity will only develop if Europeans
are adequately informed."12

In addition, the Comml,:1İon believes that the opportunity of watching
foreign television broadl~asL (including European programs) could help
understanding between peo:ıles, deepen their knowledge of each others
culture. and development. "nd contribute towards a more widespread
European identity.13 .

However, the Paper t.ouches on the frequent warnings about the
dangers of the cultııral l1onıiıwti:m of one country by another ..The Com-
mission thinks that this is not a problem among Member States 'as the
statistics provided in Annc{ 3 show that no Member States are pre-
dominant. However, mmt oi' the films shown come from one single non-
member country - the. USA The directive then states, "the creation of a
common market for tele'visİı:n production is thus one essential step if the
dominance of the big Arneıican media corporations is to be balanced."14

266 BÜLENT ÇAPLı
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The Commission, in the last section of the part Two, attempts to answer
an important question for the Community in two-and-a-half pages, Le.
"... what effect tne opening up of internal frontiers made possible by
Community-wide broadcasting will have on viewers and on the content
of broadcasts in the future."15 In doing this, it offers two important predic-
tions on the effects of cross-frontier broadcasting. One is that contrary
to the common fear regarding the media -revolution, the provision of
cross-frontier broadcasting is unlikely to produce an increase in viewing
and listening time. The other is that viewers and listeners are likely to
learn to use greater judgement and to be more selective.16

PART THREE: ECONOMIC ASPECTS

Part Three starts with explaining the two reasons for .realizing the
so-called "action on broadcasting". First is the Community's brief to create
a common market for this important "branch of the economy". Second
is the desire to facilitate cross-frontier broadcasting in the Community
and to exploit its integrating effects. In the same Part the Commission
provides a cursory review of ,costs and financing possibilities for broad-
casting in the community.17The Paper states that the infrastructure costs
of introducing new transmission techniques such as cable and direct
satellite broadcasting will be met only in part and indirectly by the
broadcasting organizations. it continues to say that from an economic
angle, establishment of a common market for broadcasting does have
implications that go far beyond the broadcasting sphere. As an advertising
medium, broadcasting organizations help to stimulate sales of goods and
services in many branches of the economy. The cross-fron:tier broadcasting
of advertising promotes cost savingsand increases in efficiency. Here,
however, the Commission suggests that the economic aspects must not
be overlooked of, from a eultural and social point of view, the role of
broadcasting as a medium providing information, expression of opinions,
education and entertainment is to be preserved.18

The key role of modern integrated eommunication networks in main-
taining the competitiveness of the European Economy on international
markets is stated to show the necessity for the development of technical
infrastructure for the new transmission techniques. Moreover, the.efficient
communication networks are eonsidered as the nervous system::;of modern

15 Green Paper, 48.
16 Green Paper, 49.
17 Green Paper, S1.
ı8 Green Paper, 67.
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industrialized societies.19 'r11':~ same point is repeated by the Commission
in an another Green Paperl "on the Development of the Common Market
for Telecommunications Se~'i'ices and Equipment", published in June 30,
1987. That Directive points bıt the critical influence of telecommunication
systems on ~he "nervous sylstem" of modern society. it continues to state,
"information, e;xchanges ofl',mowledge, and communications are of vital
importance in economic act~'/ity and in thE balance of power in the World
today". In sum, this Paper initiates a common thinking Process regarding,
the fundamental adjustment. of the institutional and regulatory conditions
which the telecommunicati(~l1s se'ctor now faces. in particular, the Com-
mission calls for abolishing 11 he national frontiers which are considered to
hamper the development of a consistent communications system within
the European communit:>o"j .

PART FOUR: LEGAL A~;;PECTS

Part Four of the papeJ, provides a summary, country by country, of
the structures of broadcastinıı in member states. The national regulations

I'. . \

relevant to the applicability of the Treaty are provided in the same Part.
The, Commission makes :ın attempt to make each legal system "trans-
parent" in order to obtain an overall picture of the Community's ten
broadcasting systems and to enable the laws to be compared in the other
Parts of thePaper. The sur:-mıarized information on member countries'
broadcasting systems (emphmis on television) as of june 14, 1984, are as
follows:

Luxembourg:

In Luxembourg, the broadcasting authority is a profit-making
public limited compa!:ıy which carries on business under the name
of Radio-Tele-Lııxemlıourg (RTL).

Advertising is allowed within the limits determined by the gov-
ernment.There are no special provisions for passiye cable broad-
casting, for a,ctive cable broadcastirig.m

Italy:

The Public broadcasting authority - RAl is financed from subscrip..,
tion fees and adverti~:in~. Under the 1975 Act advertising may not

19 Grcen Paper, 52.
20 The Commission of the Europoan COı:nıIı.unities, Towards a Dynamic European

Community (Green Paperl CBnıssels', 19871, 1, 7.
21 The Coırimission of the ı:UTopean Communities, Television Without Frontiers

(Green ~a.perJ. (Lux\3mbou~g, 10841, 77, 78.
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exceed 5% of transmission time. As of 1981 there were 972 private
local wireless transmitters, Ofwhich 562 broadcast television prog-
rams. As far, as the retransmission of foreign television programs
by any national or company of a Member State is concerned, as
long as they obtain a licence from the Ministry for Posts and
Telecommunication, theyare free to do SO.22

Netherlands:
There are eight broadcasting organizations in Netherlands. A
public-Iaw foundation NOS deals primarily with cooperation be-
tween the broadcasting organizations. Some 25% of financing for
the Dutch broadcasting system comes from advertising revenue
and approximateıy 75% comes from lieensing fees.

The relay of foreign programs by means of direct broadcast sa-
tellites within the country is free.23

Belgium:
Broadcasting in Belgium is organized as a public service. The three
institutions set up by laware RTBF, BRT and BRF. Advertising
is prohibited. '

Any national of a member' state established in Belgium is entitled
to apply for an authorization in order to start cable television serv-
ices in Belgium. Broadcasts from foreign countries may be trans-
mitted by the cable companies.24

United Kingdom:
In the United Kingdom broadcasting may be carried out only
und er a licence from the Home Secretary. The BBC and the IBA
hold such a licence and concessions agreement with the Home
Secretary. The two corporations are financed in different ways:
the IBA from advertising revenues from the private sector, the
BBC from a public tax on television sets.
The transmission of broadcasts by cable, like wireless broadcasting
requires a licence from the Home Secretary.:ı5

Ireland:
In Ireland, the minister for Posts and Telegraphs issues licences

22 Green Paper (1984). 79, 82.
23 Green Paper, (l9M) , 83, 87.
24 Green Paper. (l9M) , 88, 92.
25 Green Paper, (l984) , 93,99.

, !



20 Green Paper. (1984), 100, 1i)~~.
27 Green Paper. (1984). 103, 1')7.
28 Green Paper. (1984), 108, 111.
29 Green Paper, (1984). 112, 114.
30 Green Paper. (1984), LLS, LU!.
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for broadcasting. Such a licence is held only by the RTE, the
broadcasting author:ıty. RTE is allowed to carry advertisements.
it is financed from o:dvertising revcnues and broadcasting licence
fees. Cable televisioi:( has also been made subject to licencing.26

France:

TDF - a public indu:;trial commereial corporation which is com-
pletely free to admini !iter its own affairs and finances - is responsible
for broadc:asting in France. TDF is funded primarily by payments
made by the pr'Jgnun companies, which are TF1, A2 and FR-3
(national) and twelve region al companies.

The 1982 Act ernpoIFers the authorities to authorize cable net-
works to retrammit programs picked up in France from other
countries.27

Federal RepubIic of ır;,ermany:

In Germany broad(:'~sting is a public service. There are nin e
regi<;mal stations, Eli, HR, NDR, RB, SR, SFB, SDR, SWF, and
WDR. The eleven lander have also set up a tenth nationwide
channel - ZDF. Lj.ceııc:efees are the mam source of funds for these
stations with adverti:,ing second. Some lander inter-state contracts
explicitly includ~ c::hle transmission amongst the corporations
activities.28

Denmark:

In Denmark, Da:1m.arks Radio has the monopoly of broadcasting
and neither carries any advertising. DR is an independent public
corporation. !ts activities are largely financed (89%) from licence
fees. it alsa has thE: j'ight to distribute radio and television pro-
grams via cable.2l

Greece:
In Greece, broadec.,':;ing (radio and television, including cable
transmission) is uD.c1.er the immediate control of the State. The
monopoly has been :;ranted to ERT 1 and. 2. Both organizations
are financed from advertising revenues and broadcasting fees.30
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if broadcasting policy is to be relevant in the European Economic
Community context, that policy has to concem the transmission of signals
without let or hindrance across frontiers between member states. In radio,
transfrontier broadcasting has been a matter of course for many years
right across the world. Those countries which try to exclude foreign radio
signals do so in the face both the technical possibilities and of the accepted
international broadcasting convention that the air is freely accessible to
all, subject to the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) regula-
tions.

The position of television signals has up to the present been quite
different. On the whole, television services have been regarded as national
activities, governed by national legislation. Coverage are as in the main
have been designed in such a way as to minimize overl~p with the services
of other countries. In several parts of Europe this has, of course, been
difficult due to the close juxtaposition of countries. The Benelux area is
one example. Switzerland, Austria and their neighbours constitute another.

Both satellite and cable technologyare potentially no respecters of
frontiers. if the community did not exist, no doubt some ad hoc arrange-
ments would have to be made to endeavour the ordering of these develop-
ments. This is the substantial eHort, in Part Five of the Green Paper, to
maximize the implications of the Treaty of Rome for broadcasting, part-
icularly in television.

For the purposes of free movement, the Commission defines the broad-
casting as a service not as a good. In doing this, it refers to the European
Court of Justice decision in the Sacchi case which concluded that in the
absence of express provision to the contrary in the Treaty, a television
signal must, by reason of its nature, be regarded as provision of services.31

In another case, the Court confirmed its opinion. and added, "There is no
reason to treat the transmission of such signals (television broadcast) by
cable television any differently".32

The Green Paper follows the same line of argument and bases its.
consideration of the application of the Treaty to broadcasting oin the
assumption that it is dealing with services rather than goods. Accordingly;
the Commission concludes that the provisions of Title III of the Treaty
which is titled "Free movement of persons, services and capital" have
been applied to this issue.

31 Green Paper. (1984), 119.
32 Green Paper. (1984). 120.



33 Green Paper, £1984), 120.
34 Green Paper, (1984), 126.
35 Green Paper. £1984), 121.
36 Green Paper. £1984), 122.
37 Green Paper. £1984), 127.

However, Artiele 60 of the Treaty confines the services with which
the Treaty is concerned .~O .' :ervices normally provided for remuneration".
The same artiele elarifies thı! implication of the "services" which ineludes,
activities of an industrial o: commercial character, and the activities of
craftsmen and of the prcfes~ ons. The Commission makes all the necessary
attempts to bring the television broadcasting within the frame-work of
these service sectors if it is ,;overed by the provisions of the Artiele 60.33
For this purpose, the Comn:ssion refers to another decision of the Court
which coneludes:

the decisive fact is that tel~vision broadcasting is norm~lly pa id
for, Le. remunerated, in one way or another. The conelusion must
the~efore be that iL;is a service. of a kind to which the Treaty
applies, nb matte;~ from whom in any particular case payment may
come or may not conıe.34

in order to ascertaİn wlıether broadcasting is provided for remuner-
ation within the meaning of Artiele 60, the Green Paper makes reference
to national provisions of tlı,: Member States.ıs Then, the Paper goes on
to argue that, "television prcı:5rams are remunerated in all member states.
Theyare provided, either d rectly or indirectıy, in return for payınents
made by citizens, acceptng the services supplied by the organizations ...
or in return for paymenü, fnım the advertisers, or in return for both types
of remuneration."38 The Coırımission's reasoning ineludes both the public
services and the commercial Eectors of television broadcasting.

There then follow a di::cussion of the extent to with cross-frontier
broadcasting is an integral c.::P€ct of television, requiring freedom to oper-
ate across the boundaries. Tb: Commission argues that since broadcasting
is propagated through the ai:, it cannot follow country frontiers for both
technical reasons and becawil~of natural laws. The signals spill over fron-
tiers. By its very nature, tr..,'refore, broadcasting is a transfrontier activ-
ity.37 The Commission trer'2 ıore states that the transfrontier character
of broadcasting ,makes A:1ic:i: 59 applicable which requires that restric-
tions on freedom to provide ,ervices within the Community shall be pro-
gressively abolished. Under .\rticles 59 and 62, protection is afforded to
the free cross-frontier mO'v'eır';nt of broadcast as such, onceit is broadcast
and its reception is techniccJly possible on the other side of the internal
frontier. The Paper stipulatE':3that the origin of the broadcast m~st be

272 BüLENT çAPLı
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in one member state and its reception in another.u And it goes on, "Free-
dom of broadcasting cannot tolerate any protectionist restrictions on the
providers and recipients of services. it requires, as a correlative to the
dependence on cable, the guarantee that foreign programs will be receiv-
abIe via the cable".39

On the other hand, the Commission accepts the kind of protectionist
restrictions which are provided in Artiele 56, on grounds of public policy,
public security or public health.

The Paper, in an effort to approximate the nationallaws on broadcast-
ing claims,

"the legal barriers to an exchange of broadcasting services among
the member states should already have been remove d under di-
rectly applicable Community Law, which takes precedence over
contrary national law. On the other hand, if the legal obstaeles to
the reception and retransmission of broadcasts from other member
states are not deemed to fall under the prohibition in the Treaty,
an approximation of law will become necessary. Indeed, it will be
imperative".40

In brief, if the application of the free movement provisions of the
Treaty to broadcasting, as proposed in the Green Paper, is sustained, this
should in future render unnecessary bilateral negotiations on individual
cases every time broadcasters from one member state want to send a sig-
nal for reception to another.

PART SIX: HARMONIZATION OF LEGISLATION

Part Six of the Green Paper deals with those elements of national
legislation which have'to be brought into harmony in order to realize the
freedom of movement of broadcasting services throughout the Community.

The areas in which it is proposed to work towards harmonization are:
the Rules on Advertising; the Rules Governing Public Order and Safety
Including the Protection of Minors and the Protection of Personal Rights;
Copyright.

The Commission regards the harmonization proposals as a corollary
of its insistence on the freedom to provide broadcasting services. Having

38 Green Paper. (1984). 128.
3~ Green Paper. (1984). 135.
40 Green Paper. (1984). 153.
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4! Green Paper, (984). 223. 252,
42 Green Paper, (984), 268.
43 Green Paper. (984). 280.

propose d the suppressiou nf discriminatory restrictions on the free move-
ment of broadcasts the, Commission here goes on to propose' specific
measures to govern cross~)'rontier broadcasting in such a way as to mak e
it acceptable to all member states.

The Green Paper pr0vides a comparison of the legislation on radio
and television advertising of member states. Broadcast advertising is
forbidden in Denmark and Belgium. Other member states that allow
advertising require' the:)bservance of rules regarding the following
areas:4!

a. In same m2JTI bel' states, the re must be a clear separation of
. advertisement from the rest of the program.

b. Sponsor ad'/er1ising is allawed on radio in Greece and IreIand,
but it is prohibi1.e::lon televisions of Germany, Greece, Ireland,
Italy, NetherIand~; :md United Kingdam.

c. In many merr~l)er states advertising spots or breaks may only
be inserted betıN'e~:lthe programs of the station, Le. before or after
but never during ı:l'ograms.

d. Transmission Lne is restricted in same member states.

e. Tobacco producls and aleahaHe drinks are the two most im-
portant group s of )roducts which are covered by a specific ban
or restrictions on J:.:'oadca.stadvertising.

In the Paper, it is prôrosed that the Community should work towards
a directive under Artide~; 57 and 66 of the Treı:ıty of Rome which wouId
establish minimum staııdcp'::lsfor advertising for use throughout the Com-
munity. From the survey of rules on broadcast advertising the Paper
concludes that the diffı~rences in the laware substantial and that they at
least tend to act as ob~;tac1esto cross-border broadcasting in the comman
market.42 The Commis:;İon considers, however, that broadcasting should
be authorized in all mem.ber states. To support this argument; the Euro-
pean Parliament's call for broadcast advertising to be allowed everywhere
in the Community is also stressed. The Green Paper cönsiders adver-
tisement important astıect since television advertising provides revenue
on which broadcasting orranizations rely; it provides significant means
for the stimulation of interest in goods and serviees provided by industry
and commerce; and it ı~anbe usefuI m,eans of informing consumers about
the goods and services available to them.43
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In order to arrive a common standard, the Green Paper proposes that
the upper limit of advertising time should be 20% of total daily broadcast-
ing time.H This proposal not only seems excessive, but it is also out of
line with the evidence contained in Annex 9 of the Green Paper itself.
The maximum advertising time per day in the Annex rartges from nine
minutes o nthe MTVjYLE II channel in Finland to 90 minuteson the ITV
channel in the United Kingdom. But even ITV maximum represents only
10% of a total daily transmission time of 15 hours. Although the Green
Paper says that it is generally accepted that consumers are not fundamen-
tally hostile to broadcast advertising, present practice in European coun-
t.ries ,as reported in Anhex 9, suggests that an increase to 20% might well
exceed the toleranee treshold of most viewers.45

The Commission makes a further assertation that advertising that is
honest and fair is not only a service at the disposal of advertisers, but in
general also represents a means of informing consumers, making it easier
for them to meet their requirements in terms of goods and services.46

In sum, the Paper -concludes that the severe limits on television ad-
vertising time are at present creating a bottleneck in the economic expan-
sion of the branded goods industry and the advertising industry.

THE CHITIQUE OF THE GREEN PAPER

The Commission of European Communities has located a dilemna
with this Paper. !ts aim is the free £low of information and television
programs through member states for politıcal objectives which will provide
substantial economic benefits. But it sees existing broadcasting organi-
zations ~s a potential obstacle to the desire end.47

On March 30, 1984 the European Parliament called upon the Commis-
sion to formuIate rules to ensure that public broadcasting.monopolies do
not seek to prevent privatebroadcasters and program makers from fully
contributing to the future developments.48 In fact, these organizations
are considered as the main bastions of national culture.

As it is, the Commission seems to regard broadcasting as analogous to
any other service. In broadcasting, however, the European tradition has

44 Green Paper, (1984), 284.
45 Green Paper, (1984),280.
46 Green Paper, (1984). 280. .
17 Gareth Locksley, "Direct Broadcast Satellites, The Media-İndustiral complex in
the UK and Europe", Telecommunications Policy, Volume ll, No. 2. June 1987: 201.

48 Green Paper, (1984). 288.



In its present form these aims can not be achieved by the project
. (the Green Paper), as it is based on a market economy ... (which)
strives for economie profitability and lacks the means of preserving
and elevating national and integrated cultural values.51

49 Wedell, 25.
50 Green Paper. (l984). 150.
51 The International Journalism Institute, "Westem Europe: Television Without
Frontiers Project", Mass Communication Media in the World, Vol. IV, No. 3.
March 20, 1987. 18..

The Green Paper supports Pan-European cultural integration together
with providing allowance for individual national cultures. On the other
hand, the West German Trade Union Organization, IG-Medien associating
the majority of journalists and related ı~ultural workers, in its published
critical standpoint to the Paper, claimed:
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always relied for much of its quality on the principle of public service
which was at the origin of most broadca~ting system s in the Community.
George WedelI, the Dirı:~ctor of the European Institute for the Media,
commented on this issueand said, "the Commission, in the an:xiety to
keep broadcasting within the bounds of Title III of Part Two of the Treaty
(Rome), seems to assume that the Nortt American model of wholly com-
mercial broadcasting system is the one that the Community should, or
will inevitably, fallow."49 The Commission has also been accused of
avoiding the discussion of broadcasting in the main sociocultural context
into which it belongs. This has been caused by the fear that member states
might insist on their cult1:,ral autonomy outside the scope of the Treaty.
In fact, in one of the rare occasions when the Commission deals with the
cultural aspects of cross-fr'Jntier broadcasting, it is asserted that the dia-
logue between different cultural and their interpenetration and cross-
fertilization, nurtured as theyare by r2,dio and television, do not pose a
threat to a country's pubIic policy but preserve it from isolation, one-
sidedness and nationalism by imparting a Eurôpean dimenson.50

it is interesting to notE' that European Commission does not justify its
proposal simply by referring to protecting free £low of information. Instead
the Commission while it is attemting to establish an European broadcastin'g
system, is concerned with the free £low of information as a part of ec0-
nomic services. Because of the economic nature of the European Commu-
nity, the European Commission has no independent jurisdiction in the
cultural field. it can only take action in broadcasting if it defines btoad-

. ,casting as an economic service rendered for some form of remuneration.
Viewed from this angIe, the desired "common market for broadcasting"
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can be created if the barriers to an all European commercializatlOn are
removed.52

Riem argues that "the planned changes to the broadcasting system
jeopardize national cultural values and traditions." it seems likely that
commercialization of the broadcasting systems will lead to the loss of a
tradition in broadcasting which has been of major significance in the cul-
tural life of the member states. According to George WedelI this tradition
has number of characteristics:

National public service organizations have provided in their radio
and television services diversified and balanced programming for
a wide range of groups in the population, including minorities
whom commercial organizations would find it uneconomic to serve.
The organizations have taken particular care to represent in their
program patterns the various currents of opinion and of thought
whichare significant in their countries.

The Euromedia Research Group study published in 1986, shows that
those public broadcasters forced to compete with commercial broadcasters
also feel compelled to include more foreign productions with greater
audience ratings potentiaL. Still all European broadcasters import foreign
in particular the U.S. productions. Wolfgang Hoffman-Riem claims that
a communication order should contribute towards satisfying the needs of
individual and society in an optional manner.53 But he admits that an
exact specification of these communication needs however difficult. In
fact, the re is a common conviction in Western democracies that the diver-
sity of communication content should be a major goal of any media
system. it is very unfortunate that the Green Paper does not address the
preservation of diversity of content.

The Public service philosophy of broadcasting, still actively supported
in many European countries, is oriented toward the accessibility of plural-
istic information for citizens and safety rather than the freedom of ex-
pression of communicators. This is the main reason why the national
distribution systems of broadcasting are subject government regulations.
Because broadcasting, during its early stages, was regarded by most Euro-
pean countries as cultural service and not a commercial product.

Whereas, in commercial broadcasting systems the production and
distribution of programs are subject to market forees. A well known

5z Wolfgang Hoffman-Riem, "National Identity and Cultural Values: Broadcasting
Safeguards", Journal of Broadcasting & Electronic Media, Vol. 31, No. 1, Winter
1987, 67.

53 Riem, 60.
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54 Riem, 69.

phenomenon is that commercial broadcaster prefErs programs with mass
appeal. Advertisers are interested primarily in the numberswatching
programs and not consumer satisfaction gained frpm watching such
prograrns. The commercial viability of a program in an advertiser - fi-
nanced broadeasting system must mean that the program has to generate
large enough numbers to incuee advertisers to pay enough to eover the
eost of showing program. As Riem puts it, "it would be mistaken to
regard the freedom of mass eommunieation primarily as the freedom of
owners of large enterprises to, eommereialize their product, in this case,
programs".54
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